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"I salute the light within your eyes where the whole Universe 
dwells. For when you are at that center within you, and I am 
at that place within me, we shall be one."

                          - Crazy Horse, Oglala Lakota Sioux
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OVER BLACK:

A frail child's voice whispers...

CHILD (V.O.)
I like fairy tales. Legends. Myths. 
Ghost stories don't scare me, but 
real life does. No one ever told me 
the story about Lux. Never heard of 
'em. Not until they saved me.

EXT. ROCKY DESERT -- NIGHT

A feral storm grows above an arid desert. Each flash of 
LIGHTNING reveals a fresh take on a familiar character.

CHILD (V.O.)
I'd heard of the doctor who cured 
death.

A poised DR. FRANKENSTEIN (50) sews on her own HAND.

CHILD
Of the one whose demon could no 
longer hide.

A boyish JEKYLL (16) bites an APPLE and transforms instantly 
into the striking, brutal warrior, MISS HYDE (20).

CHILD (CONT’D)
Of The Soldier who went too far to 
protect those he loved.

A black American commando in Vietnam-era Army fatigues, 
DRACULA (35), picks GUNK from his VAMPIRIC FANGS.

CHILD  (CONT’D)
And even the story of the cursed 
immortal who dreams of death.

A dapper blonde-haired Asian gentleman, DORIAN GREY (2,700 
going on 27), picks his nails by a covered PAINTING.

CHILD (CONT’D)
But no one ever taught me about 
Lux. And now I know why.

PRE-LAP: WAVES lap against a shore. 
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INT. BARN, FARM -- DAY

TIGHT, ABSTRACT shots of a man's smooth HANDS cupping an EAR. 

JOHN (O.C.)
That's it.

The WAVES grow louder. 

MURPHY (O.C.)
I don't get it. 

JOHN (O.C.)
That's the ocean. 

MURPHY (O.C.)
No. 

JOHN (O.C.)
Hand to heart. Exactly what it 
sounds like. Waves moving through 
each other, crashing, coming 
together ... Never stops.

MURPHY (O.C.)
It's beautiful. 

REVEAL: Rusted scythes. Bales of hay. Sunlight streaks 
through dust. 

MURPHY RAINWATER (18) -- Built like a linebacker, Native 
American, impulsively lives for the moment -- lies shirtless 
by his beloved...

JOHN SMITH (18) -- Lithe as a novella, only soul in his West 
Texas county with a chance of going to college. 

Post coitus. Perfectly content. 

JOHN
How you ain't ever seen the ocean? 
Thought your kind were all about 
worshipping the sea.

MURPHY
That's Cherokee, knucklehead. The 
Comanche are proud plains people. 

JOHN
Well, plain person, I'm fixin' to 
visit an Oregon college next month.

MURPHY
You thinking what I'm thinking?
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JOHN
A road trip. Somewhere no-one knows 
our names --

MURPHY
Shh.

JOHN
What?

MURPHY
I heard somethin’.

JOHN
Ain't nothing but the wind. You’re 
mad.

MURPHY
No I ain't. You... You’re... Um...

JOHN
The happiest man in West Texas?

MURPHY
Nah-uh. That'd be me. 

EXT. BARN, FARM -- SAME TIME

Desert flanked farmlands and underperforming crops. PATRICK 
SMITH (49) -- local sheriff and town drunk -- exits his 
immaculate, beastly '18 Ram TRUCK. 

He dials "JOHN" on his PHONE before snatching a scarred BATON 
from his belt. 

DOROTHY (17) -- head choir girl at Sunday Mass -- cusses up a 
storm while guiding PATRICK to the...

INT. BARN-HOUSE -- CONTINUOUS

JOHN sits up as his PHONE begins to ring loudly. "DAD" 
appears on his screen. His face says what his mouth can't. 
His father knows.

BANG -- The barn door is kicked open by PATRICK. The blinding 
sunlight reveals MURPHY & JOHN mid-deed.

JOHN
Pa! Hold on now, stay calm --

PATRICK smacks JOHN -- his son -- down with BATON. 
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MURPHY lunges for a nearby AXE but -- CRACK! -- DOROTHY nails 
his side with a SHOVEL. MURPHY sees JOHN searching for his 
GLASSES, but PATRICK heaves a KICK into MURPHY'S HEAD and 
BAM. 

Lights out for Murph. 

EXT. DESERT -- DAY

BIRD'S EYE VIEW of a long, dead stretch of ROAD. A black vein 
over burned sand. 

PATRICK'S TRUCK veers off it onto a DIRT ROAD.

EXT. TRAY OF THE TRUCK -- CONTINUOUS

Rusty PIPES bounce around the tray as the TRUCK accelerates. 
MURPHY & JOHN are HOODED, BOUND at the WRISTS. Trapped.

MURPHY comes to. His NOSE at an unnatural angle. Despite the 
jostling of the truck, JOHN won't wake up.

EXT. DESERT ROAD -- LATER

The TRUCK screeches to a stop. PATRICK drags MURPHY & JOHN 
out to the ground. 

At GUNPOINT, PATRICK marches the BOYS to the horizon.

EXT. RUINED DESERT CANTINA -- CONTINUOUS

Still. Almost serene. The place was once a celebrated 
cantina, now it's roofless with only a third of it's walls 
still standing. Not even the wind dares move. 

PATRICK steals erratic sips from a FLASK, nurses his RIFLE. 
MURPHY & JOHN sit in silence, a pool of hardened BLOOD at 
their feet from MURPHY'S broken NOSE.

SNAP -- A twig snaps in the distance! 

PATRICK twists and -- BANG -- FIRES his RIFLE into the sand. 

WHOOSH -- A STEEL ARROW embeds itself in the butt of 
Patrick’s RIFLE. PATRICK leaps to his feet, scans the desert. 

PATRICK
CALM YOUR NERVES, RAINWATER. SHOW 
YOURSELF.
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KEIRAN (O.S.)
Be Hell on earth 'fore I let a 
Smith tell me what to do. Let my 
boy free or the next ’ll be in yer 
head.

PATRICK
Ain't that simple, Chief.

KEIRAN
How's that?

PATRICK
Got us a situation needs 
resolving...

PATRICK lowers his RIFLE, removes the HOODS. 

PATRICK (CONT’D)
... of the "Leviticus 18:22" kind.

From behind a MOUND OF ROCKS emerges KIERAN RAINWATER (55) -- 
has seen the inside of seven jails both as a guard and 
prisoner -- HUNTING BOW raised, fresh ARROW cocked. MURPHY 
meets the eye of his father... If looks could skin a soul... 

KEIRAN
The hell you talking about? Oh.

LATER

EMBERS twist into the sky as KIERAN starts a CAMPFIRE.

KEIRAN
(to Patrick)

Who else knows?

PATRICK
Colleen Jackson’s daughter said she 
saw ‘em yesterday. 

MURPHY
(to JOHN)

Told you someone was there.

KEIRAN
She got a mouth?

PATRICK nods.

MURPHY
Pa, listen. John and I love --
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KIERAN silences MURPHY with a KICK. After a beat he launches 
another KICK out of frustration.

JOHN
STOP IT!

MURPHY winces a wink at JOHN. He’ll live.

PATRICK
Goddamit. How'd this happen to us? 
What'd we do wrong? It's that New 
York librarian the school hired, 
I'm telling ya. Said she was 
trouble. Filling their heads with 
"New York" ideas. 

KEIRAN
Librarian turned my boy weak? 

PATRICK
Made 'em sick.

KEIRAN
Then she gon' be the first person 
my huntin' knife visits after this 
gets done.

PATRICK
For crying out loud, Chief. You 
ain’t gon' kill the librarian, and 
you sure as shit ain’t going to 
tell THE SHERIFF before you do it. 
So imma pretend I misheard you.

(beat)
But if you do. You feel free to 
bury her in one of my fields so I 
can fertilize the corpse 
personally.

PATRICK laughs like a hyena at his own joke. 

JOHN
And you call us sick. 

PATRICK
Do not DARE give me lip boy.

JOHN
I didn't want you to find out this 
way, but... Pa. I'm a bit... Gay.

PATRICK
No. No you aren't. 
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JOHN
Okay. You're right. I'm 100% gay. 
Now. I love Murphy Smith and it’s 
no different to loving a woman. 

PATRICK
That's -- no, it ain't! [sic] 

JOHN
I'm still the same man.

KEIRAN
How long this been goin'?

MURPHY
'Member when you asked me slash the 
tires of their Combine?

KEIRAN
... TWO YEARS?

MURPHY
Yessir. John-boy caught me. We got 
into a fight. You know how it goes. 
One minute you're throwing punches, 
next your balls deep in the 
Sheriff's son. 

KEIRAN almost guts MURPHY then and there.

MURPHY (CONT’D)
(to JOHN)

Happy two years, babe.

JOHN
Sorry. Didn’t get you a gift.

MURPHY
S’ alright. I got us something we 
can share.

JOHN
Oh yeah?

MURPHY
Think you’ll like it. Real warm 'n 
hard, apparently tastes salty --

JOHN laughs. KEIRAN grabs his son by head, launches a 
HAYMAKER, catches MURPHY'S JAW with a CRUNCH. Though bound, 
JOHN moves to tackle KIERAN. KEIRAN easily shoves JOHN back 
to the ground. 
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MURPHY coughs up a TOOTH. His winking EYE has swollen over. 
On his back, he stares at the SKY. Shards of GREEN METEORITES 
float through the upper atmosphere for a split-second. 

At least I'll die seeing something beautiful, he thinks. 

MURPHY (CONT’D)
Don’t think we’re going to Round 
Up, babe. 

JOHN
And have me be seen with a face 
like that? Absolutely not. Your 
father on the other hand... C’m 
here old man, let’s see if yer as 
hung as ya son! 

MURPHY laughs, painfully. PATRICK launches a vicious KICK to 
JOHN'S HEAD, but MURPHY leaps up and takes the blow and 
catches it with his RIBS.

The crack of a RIB echoes through his gasps.

KEIRAN pulls a BOW KNIFE and holds it to PATRICK'S THROAT.

KEIRAN
Don’t you touch my son --

PATRICK
ALRIGHT. Relax now wouldja.

KEIRAN
Let's just kill 'em, blame it on 
some them illegals ya got workin' 
yer farm. 

PATRICK
That woundn't very Christian now 
would it? Ain't no reason we should 
both lose a son today. We’re going 
to settle this old country style.

KIERAN lowers his KNIFE. MURPHY & JOHN rest their heads 
against one another.

LATER

The ROPE binding MURPHY'S wrists is cut free. A filthy BROKEN 
LEAD PIPE is thrown at his feet.

MURPHY
Let us go. Since when do you let 
Patrick Smith tell you what to do?
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KEIRAN
Small town, son. Word gets out I 
got a sick son who you think gonna 
hire me? Selfish is what you are. 

MURPHY
I ain't ever asked you for nothing. 

KEIRAN
No, you've been the best son I 
could ask for. But you made a 
choice to be this way. Remember 
that. Did this to yerself. To him. 

MURPHY
John doesn't stand a chance.

KIEREN
I know you'll win... Got the blood 
of warriors, hands of 'em too. But 
if you don't win... Ask... Ask the 
Great Spirit to forgive me. 

MURPHY
No.

SMACK. 

OTHER SIDE OF THE CLEARING

JOHN
Pa, let him go, just please, Pa --

SLAP -- PATRICK cuts off the ROPE binding JOHN'S WRISTS.

PATRICK
Either way this works out you don’t 
ever call me that again. 

JOHN spots KIERAN praying with MURPHY.

JOHN
This just about protecting the 
family name ain't it? How’re you 
going to explain this to Mom?

PATRICK
Whose idea do you think this was?

JOHN seizes up.
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PATRICK (CONT’D)
Our country's in a state of change.  
We can’t have any of this thinkin' 
in its future. 

JOHN grabs his LEAD PIPE. Both groups move to the center of 
the clearing.

KEIRAN
(to MURPHY)

You kill him, and you kill that 
part of yourself as well.

JOHN approaches -- something different in MURPHY'S EYES.

KEIRAN (CONT’D)
Try to run, we’ll shoot the both of 
you in the back. 

JOHN throws down his LEAD PIPE.

JOHN
Any rules against not fighting?

PATRICK
Pick it up. 

PATRICK fires a SHOT by JOHN'S FEET. He flinches. 

JOHN
No.

PATRICK
I SAID PICK IT UP. So help me --

MURPHY
JOHN. Let's just get this done.

JOHN'S blood runs cold.

PATRICK
Saw these Honor Duels a couple 
times as kid. Traditionally the 
father of the victor buries the son 
of the fallen, unless you'd rather 
leave the body for the coyotes.

KEIRAN
Coyotes deserve to eat.

PATRICK
Read my mind, Chief. 
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KEIRAN groans at the racist jibe. MURPHY paces. Spins the 
PIPE. He knows how to use it.

PATRICK (CONT’D)
In your own time.

PATRICK raises his gun. 

MURPHY charges like a bull -- WHOOSH -- JOHN barely has time 
to DUCK. JOHN snatches up his LEAD PIPE, LUNGES and fends off 
an ATTACK by MURPHY. 

MURPHY
COME ON. FIGHT!

JOHN pivots, trips MURPHY with his PIPE and stumbles back.

JOHN
(to KEIRAN)

What did you do to him?

KIERAN
Told him how the world works.

MURPHY
Bad thing we did. Bad thing.

JOHN
Those aren’t your words.

Possessed, MURPHY raises his PIPE and CHARGES. JOHN parries 
the attack and their PIPES clang off each other. MURPHY lands 
two sold punches with his free hand.

MURPHY
DAMN PIN-HEADED PANSY... YOU GOOD 
FER NOTHIN. WHY WON’T YOU FIGHT!

JOHN
I know... What you’re doing.

MURPHY
So make it easy for both of us.

Exhaustion sets in. MURPHY kneels, picks up a handful of DIRT 
and throws it at JOHN. Blinded for a moment, JOHN pivots away 
but catches a non-fatal SLASH to his STOMACH. 

MURPHY (CONT’D)
(to KIERAN)

AM I REAL MAN NOW? You proud? Got a 
weapon in my hand, killin' a GOOD 
MAN. Say you're proud of me. SAY 
IT. 
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A flicker of doubt flashes behind KIERAN'S EYES. 

JOHN, wounded, swings wildly, MURPHY easily evades each 
attack and counters with a big -- somewhat theatrical -- 
SWING... 

But he misses, TRIPS, leaves his entire left side exposed.

PATRICK
GET-THE-BASTARD! DO IT NOW!

JOHN white knuckles his LEAD PIPE. Raises high for the death 
blow. But he can’t bring himself to do it. JOHN lowers his 
PIPE, catches MURPHY'S eyes. LAUGHS.

MURPHY
DO IT YOU... ASS... IDIOT... 
LIMP... Shit.

JOHN
You idiot. You're so gay you can’t 
even insult me straight.

JOHN & MURPHY seethe... Then LAUGH hysterically.

MURPHY
Don’t make me laugh. It hurts.

JOHN
Well tough shit. I like making you 
laugh.

Tender beat. Time slows for them. JOHN gets emotional.

MURPHY
Well. That about settles it. They 
gonna kill us both now. 

JOHN
And I know this is a strange thing 
to be thinkin' in my final moments, 
but I just really wish we'd got one 
last cave-dive in. 

MURPHY
A little pass the gravy? 

JOHN
Raw-doggin' in the Ford.

MURPHY
Universe will right itself. Ain't 
the end of us.

(MORE)
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MURPHY (CONT’D)
I promise, I'm gonna find you in 
the afterlife and never let you go. 

JOHN
You're the love of my life, Murph. 

MURPHY
Love you, John. 

As MURPHY fights back tears, an ARROW leaves KIERAN'S BOW.

JOHN
A little thing like death ain't 
gonna stop me loving you.

The ARROW hits FLESH. JOHN'S EYES go wide. MURPHY frowns. 
MURPHY falls, the ARROW protruding from the LEFT side of his 
CHEST. 

JOHN (CONT’D)
NO! Murph! Don’t die please for the 
love of Hell don’t you die. I ain't 
ready, don't go. I'm sorry, I'm so 
sorry Murph, I just -- PLEASE, OH 
GOD NO. NO! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE!

Even PATRICK'S shocked. MURPHY fights off death one second at 
a time. He traces his frail fingers over JOHN'S LIPS, then 
whispers a goodbye only his love will hear. 

KEIRAN
(to Patrick)

Yer boy won. Fair & square.

PATRICK
Wouldn’t go that far.

JOHN runs his fingers through his lovers hair. Weeps.

PATRICK (CONT’D)
Knock it off. I SAID CUT IT OUT!

JOHN
HOW SHOULD I FEEL? How would you 
feel if someone cut out half your 
HEART. Half yuh soul!

KEIRAN'S affected by the words. MURPHY closes his eyes...

INT. BLACK VOID -- CONTINUOUS

Suspended in the ether of the afterlife amid a field of 
stars, MURPHY'S BODY rises towards a river of GREEN LIGHT.
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MURPHY
(sotto)

Great Spirit. Hear me. Guide my 
love though this land. From this 
day forward until the last, give 
him the strength to make this world 
a better place. Great spirit, hear 
me, guide my love through this 
land... From this day forward...

MURPHY opens his EYES. They glow as GREEN as a lily pad. His 
body begins to PLUMMET through SPACE. 

EXT. SPACE, 900,000 MILES FROM EARTH -- SAME TIME

EARTH is tiny a spec in the distance. 

EXT. ANDROMEDA GALAXY -- SAME TIME

A colossal COYOTE shaped CLOUD of GAS and STARDUST hears 
MURPHY'S CRY – 

A sliver of plasmic LIGHT shoots out of the CLOUD – 

Blink and you miss it. 
 
But the light is coming.
 
Fast.

EXT. DEEP IN THE DESERT - DAY -- SAME TIME

A WIND gently rustles the DESERT SAND. A SHRUB shudders. A 
discarded WATER BOTTLE vibrates. 

The world is about to change.

EXT. FOREST CLEARING - DAY -- SAME TIME

JOHN stands, grabs his LEAD PIPE and charges at PATRICK. 

PATRICK
DROP IT. Don't make me --

PATRICK raises his rifle and -- WHOOSH -- A BOLT of GREEN 
LIGHT surges over the sand and strikes JOHN. He's KNOCKED OFF 
his feet as THE GREEN LIGHT carries through him... taking his 
pearl-white SOUL... 

Into... 
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MURPHY. 

JOHN drops to the ground. Eyes open and empty. DEAD. 

But dead ol' MURPHY... MURPHY TREMBLES... 

His EYES glow GREEN. His MUSCLES tense. He stands and the 
world feels smaller. His feet are uncertain, mind foggy.

The ARROW in his CHEST is absorbed into the skin.

He has become -- LUX. 

Terrified, PATRICK uses KIERAN as a human shield.

PATRICK (CONT’D)
SHOOT IT!

LUX
     (voice of JOHN)
Dad? Pa... It's... Me. 

KIERAN fires an ARROW. LUX moves -- faster than humanly 
possible -- and DODGES it.

PATRICK and KIERAN scramble as LUX studies his body. 

The world around him moves at a fraction of regular speed. He 
hears HEARTBEATS, see's EVERYTHING. He spots JOHN'S body.

Both MURPHY and JOHN'S souls inhabit the one body. 

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of JOHN)

Murph... Where are you?

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of MURPHY)

What’s happening?

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of JOHN)

I can feel you --

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of MURPHY)

MOVE.

PATRICK fires again -- A BULLET soars through the embers of 
the campfire and into LUX’S LEFT PALM... 

But the BULLET is absorbed by the SKIN like a snowflake on a 
hot iron.
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PATRICK panics, begins to reload.

LUX watches as a BEAD of GREEN LIGHT travels up his LEFT ARM 
-- under his skin -- over his CHEST, and into his other PALM. 
LUX raises his right hand -- the BULLET breaks  and FIRES 
BACK at Patrick.

PATRICK drops, grasps at his bloody NECK. KIERAN snatches up 
a LEAD PIPE and CHARGES.

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of JOHN)

HELP ME, MURPH, STOP THIS... 

KIERAN LUNGES. Misses. LUNGES again. Misses. LUNGES ...

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of MURPHY)

Hate begets hate. 

Hits. LUX stumbles as KIERAN pierces the broken end of the 
PIPE into LUX'S SIDE. But there’s no blood. 

LUX touches KEIRAN and the pain is transferred. LUX looks to 
KEIRAN'S SIDE. BLOOD pools under KEIRAN'S SHIRT.

KIERAN falls back in PAIN. LUX examines his side -- THERE'S 
NO WOUND. 

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of JOHN)

I’m... Sorry... 

JOHN and MURPHY'S SOULS battle for control over LUX'S 
MOVEMENTS. Like two puppeteers controlling one marionette 
doll. LUX raises a hand in peace. KEIRAN pulls a HUNTING 
KNIFE and thrusts it into LUX'S PALM.

KEIRAN'S KNIFE disappears in the palm -- again, this is Lux 
turning his attackers hate against them -- and it appears in 
LUX'S other palm.

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of MURPHY)

... but you did this to yourself.

LUX rips his hand down and -- SLASH -- SEVERS KIERAN'S knife 
wielding HAND! 

The KNIFE disappears from LUX'S PALM as KIERAN'S HAND FALLS.

KIERAN clutches the STUB on his arm and stumbles away as 
LUX'S body contorts and shifts, fighting itself -- one half 
wants to pursue KEIRAN, the other half wants to flee.
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LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of MURPHY)

Chase him!

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of JOHN)

Let him go! 

LUX (CONT’D)
(voice of MURPHY)

So he can spread his hate?

LUX spots the trail of BLOOD and closes his eyes.

EXT. FOREST ROAD - DAY -- CONTINUOUS

KIERAN sprints towards the TRUCK, yet LUX is impossibly 
always ahead of him, sprinting faster than an antelope. 

WHOOSH -- KIERAN trips over a ROCK and lands at LUX'S FEET.

KEIRAN
HELP! SOME’NE HELP ME, PLEASE!

LUX
It’s only us three now.

KIEREN
Thhh-Three? You freak, you...

KIERAN spits insults until he tires.

LUX
Do you feel like you’re a better 
man for saying that?

KEIRAN
Your kind belongs in Hell.

LUX
Why? 

KEIRAN
It’s unnatural! You’re unnatural!

LUX
Who’s to say what’s natural?

(voice of JOHN)
You just killed your only son 
because he found love.

(voice of MURPHY)
We loved each other. John was there 
when Ma died.

(MORE)
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LUX (CONT’D)
Showed me how to cook. Even put 
food on our table when you couldn't 
hold down a job. Tell me. How did 
that love hurt you?

KIERAN can’t find the words to argue. He breaks down, sobs.

LUX (CONT’D)
I forgive you.

KEIRAN
I’m ... I ...

Blood wets KIERAN'S LIPS. He’s not long for this world.

KEIRAN (CONT’D)
(fading)

I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I’m...

LUX stays with KIERAN. The whimper of a father who killed his 
only son is lost in the desert wind. 

But not a leaf falls for him. 

His hate, and now his sorrow, changes nothing.

INT. TRUCK, DESERT ROAD -- DUSK

LUX climbs in the DRIVER'S SEAT. Catches his reflection in 
the REARVIEW MIRROR. 

LUX
(voice of MURPHY)

Think we got a gift, John.
(voice of JOHN)

Gift? 
(voice of MURPHY)

Curse. Something.
(voice of JOHN)

Love you, Murph.
(voice of MURPHY)

Love you, John. Alright, gayboy. No 
more crying. Where we gonna go?

(voice of JOHN)
I got an idea. How about you relax, 
let me drive.

After a beat, LUX relaxes. He starts the ENGINE. It turns, 
slowly. He tries again. The ENGINE fires to life – 

LUX guides the TRUCK roars over the barren lands. 
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The TRUCK passes a decrepit WOODEN SIGN from frontier-times: 
WELCOME TO THE TOWN OF LUX. MAY THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD SHINE 
BRIGHTER EACH DAY.

EXT. OCEAN, SOCAL. BEACH -- DUSK

LUX stands in the water, hypnotized – 

Waves tumble and crash. Over and over. It's everything Murph 
hoped it would be.

CHILD’S VOICE (V.O.)
Two souls, bound in one form, 
driven to turn the world's hate in 
on itself. If you fear Lux: Ask 
yourself why. If you need Lux: Be 
patient. Stay strong.

You are exactly who you are 
supposed to be.

INT. CLASSROOM -- DAY 

A shack of a schoolroom, but the walls are coated with hand-
made art and posters. Not a lot of money for education in 
these parts, but it's clear someone wants this classroom to 
feel alive. 

CAMERA FINDS the owner of the CHILD'S VOICE, CAROLINE (9) -- 
Tomboy energy if you've ever seen one -- sits before her 
kindly teacher, TILLY (35) -- Retired Marine. 

CAROLINE raises her head. A black eye stains her cherub face.

TILLY
This "Lux" fella told you all this?

CAROLINE
Yes, Ms Tilly.

TILLY
And "Lux" is the one who put yuh 
Pop in the hospital?

CAROLINE
Yes, Ms Tilly.

TILLY
And it was yer Pop who gave you the 
black eye?
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CAROLINE
Ma wants to send to me to a camp. 
The leader says he can turn me. 
Make me a proper woman. I don't 
feel like anything's wrong with me 
though.

Somber beat. CAROLINE'S overwhelmed. TILLY hasn't got a tear 
to spare for her.

TILLY
Panthers are playing the Jets 
tonight. Should be a decent fight. 
Panthers will win, but only--

CAROLINE
Only if Roarly toughens up and 
doesn't choke like last week. 

TILLY
The hell was he thinking?

CAROLINE
Scared to get injured again I 
guess.

TILLY
I don't care, he shouldn't have 
tried to kick from that far back. 

CAROLINE
He had the entire Jets defence 
bearing down on him!

TILLY
He needed to run that ball. Cost us 
the game. 

CAROLINE
I guess. Maybe we'll do better next 
season. 

TILLY
Hey, how would you like to come 
stay with me for a bit?

CAROLINE fidgets.

CAROLINE
How long is a bit?

TILLY
Well, unless you go to college in 
state, let's say till your 18.

(MORE)
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TILLY (CONT’D)
Even then I want you back on major 
holidays and my birthday. Deal?

CAROLINE manages a smile. Deal. 

EXT. ARKANSAS SCHOOL YARD -- DAY

Under the cool shade of an oak tree, wearing a slick pair of 
RAYBAN SUNGLASSES and chewing a TOOTHPICK ... LUX watches 
through a window as TILLY comforts CAROLINE. 

The dapper DORIAN GRAY (32) strides to LUX'S side, clearly 
feeling put-out by the warm weather

DORIAN
Feels nice to do a good thing every 
now and then. Good for the soul.

LUX
(voice of MURPHY)

Thought you said you ain't have 
one, Dorian.

DORIAN
Figure of speech. 

LUX
(voice of JOHN)

You'll see to it she never sets 
foot in that home again?

DORIAN
The paperwork has been worked, just 
like the others. That kid will be 
spoiled gold. The teacher checks 
out. She's "good peoples." Now, 
some business. The Doctor wants to 
procure your services again. Same 
dealio. Do us a favor, we'll pay it 
back twice over.

LUX
(voice of MURPHY)

Ain't no need for the snake oil 
pitch. Yuh know we're good to keep 
this gravy train running. 

DORIAN
Splendid. You did such a bang-up 
job with The Count of Compton, so 
we're giving you another "special" 
assignment. 
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LUX
(voice of JOHN)

Who we catching? A ghost? Mermaid? 
(voice of MURPHY)

Please say it's a mermaid. 

DORIAN
The Doctor already has one. Around 
the time your souls ... Bonded ... 
There was a meteor strike in 
Chicago.

LUX
(voice of JOHN)

A meteor hit Chicago? Think we 
woulda heard about that. 

DORIAN hands LUX a TABLET ... ONSCREEN plays a video: The 
same GREEN METEORITE SHARDS Murphy saw now plunge towards the 
CHICAGO SKYLINE. 

The METEORITE SHARDS PULSE ... As they're about to collide 
with the SKYLINE ... The METEORITE vanishes. 

LUX (CONT’D)
(as MURPHY)

We chasing space rocks now? 

DORIAN
No. You're going to North Carolina 
to find the one person who might be 
able to tell us where the meteor 
went ... You're going after the one 
whose demon can no longer hide.

DORIAN switches to another video: A security camera shows a  
a modern school corridor. A boyish bookworm, JEKYLL (16), 
being aggressively bullied by FIVE BULLIES.

Books are knocked from his hands – 

JEKYLL is SHOVED against a LOCKER. Falls. The BULLIES set 
UPON and STOMP him to the GROUND.

The BULLIES let-up only when ... From the fracas emerges ... 
The striking HYDE (20) -- an Amazonian woman who stands six 
feet tall and wastes no time on flowery one-liners. 

HYDE confidently proceeds to kick the asses of the BULLIES. 

HYDE looks to the CAMERA ... In a flash, she LEAPS towards 
the CAMERA.

The VIDEO goes to black. 
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DORIAN rewinds the CLIP to show a clear look at HYDE'S face. 

She's ... smiling.

LUX
(voice of JOHN)

Well I'll be damned...
(voice of MURPHY)

This is gonna be fun.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM, WAREHOUSE -- NIGHT

An OFF-BOOKS interrogation room. Rusted steel walls. Damp 
floors. 

At the centre of the room kneels CARA LOVECRAFT (16). Her 
ragged flannel shirt and torn black jeans hang off her frail 
frame. Steel CHAINS are bound around her neck and arms, 
anchored on the walls of the room.

Four masked AMERICAN ARMY SOLDIERS throw buckets of ICE WATER 
over CARA. Another SOLDIER touches a CAR BATTERY to the floor 
around CARA. The electrical current shocks her, but... 

CARA barely moves. She knows true pain. This is nothing.

The SOLDIERS exhaust the CAR BATTERY and add it to a PILE of 
other BATTERIES. 

The WAREHOUSE'S only DOOR opens and closes fast – 

Major Crimes Detective GUY GISBORNE (59) -- A chunky cop who 
always buys the first round on St. Patrick's Day -- enters. 

GUY
What the hell is going on here! Get 
out, immediately. Miss, you okay? 

The SOLDIER'S exit fast as GUY – 

Drags a chipped wooden TABLE and CHAIR to the centre of the 
room. He places down his full, steaming, styrofoam CUP of 
COFFEE and a MANILLA FOLDER. 

GUY (CONT’D)
Miss, I have a warrant for the 
arrest of those soldiers. On behalf 
of the Chicago Police Department, I 
apologize for your treatment. 
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CARA
(ignored)

Spare the performance. 

GUY
I've got my top-men searching for 
the key to these shackles. I am 
appalled, disgusted. 

CARA
Lies.

GUY
As soon as we learned a minor was 
being kept here against her will... 
With no legal recourse, for three 
months? Well. Well I raced over as 
fast as I could.

CARA
You raced here?

GUY
Like lightening. 

CARA
With a full cup of joe in a 
styrofoam cup? 

GUY freezes – 

The COFFEE has given him away. 

GUY smiles the sickening smirk of a cop who knows how to beat 
a suspect with a phone book and not leave a bruise. 

GUY
Sharp eyes, kid. 

CARA
We cutting the small talk?

GUY
If ya don't mind. I know you've 
told the other investigators, but 
my Ma always said I'm special, so 
let's start from the top. Tell me 
why CPD found you surrounded by 
five half eaten bodies in 
Englewood.

CARA
The Story will not change. It is a 
prophecy I must fulfil.
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GUY
You're going to rot here until you 
tell us the truth.

CARA
I have spoken, and you chose not 
not hear.

GUY
Kid, that poem you've been spewing 
ain't make a lick of sense.

CARA
You cannot stop the inevitable. The 
Story will be heard.

CARA blinks ... Her eyes now BLACK SOULLESS VOIDS. 

GUY
Oooh. Spooky. Nice party-trick, you 
must kill on Halloween. See, my 
boy, whenever he knew he had done 
the wrong thing, he would dance 
around the truth. Just like you're 
doing now.

CARA
Your boy was weak, and I see why. 
You are pathetic. 

GUY
Speak about my son once more. Think 
I won't gouge the eyes from your 
skull?

CARA
I will say this. He didn't deserve 
what she did to him. 

GUY opens the MANILLA FOLDER. Inside are SEVEN PHOTOS of: 

DRACULA (The Count of Compton), LUX, DORIAN GRAY, JEKYLL, a 
sepia toned photo of a bearded EXPLORER in ANTARCTICA, a 
hooded ARCHER... 

GUY
I don't care about the rest of the 
freaks and I don't give a shit what 
you want with them. I need to find 
this monster. I need her to face 
justice. Where is she?

GUY points to an image of DR. FRANKENSTEIN.  
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CARA
On her way. 

GUY
When?

CARA
Soon. 

GUY
One more half-riddle and I get to 
gouging...

GUY tries a different tact. He turns up the charm to become 
the loving, concerned father. 

GUY (CONT’D)
Cara, I know you're in there. I 
need you to fight whatever it is 
that...

CARA whimpers and for a beat, her eyes return to their 
natural blue color. Neat trick, thinks GUY. 

CARA
It hurts... I can't... Control 
her...

GUY sits up... He sees a scared child in need of help. He 
plays along.

GUY
Good, good -- fight her, be strong. 
Who is she? 

CARA
The others call her Alice.

GUY
What does she want?

CARA
To destroy her home. 

GUY
She was created here?

CARA
She was born not too far from here.

GUY
What is she planning next? What 
does she want?
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CARA
GET HER OUT OF ME.

GUY
Sweetie, I swear on my family I am 
doing everything I can. I need --

CARA screams like a banshee. The demon inside her is fighting 
back. CARA keeps ALICE at bay. 

CARA
Her plan is simple. She calls it 
The Story. It's a prophecy.

GUY
Tell me.

CARA
(violently whispering)

To kill the doctor who cured death 
because she found the man who 
couldn't die to track the vampire 
who can save the one who saw the 
same nightmares as I do now. But 
first they need the Comanche born 
from hate to capture the one who 
can no longer hide because together 
they could try to talk some sense 
into my OWN. 

GUY
"Own"? Own what? Cara, your own 
what?

CARA writhes. BLACK BLOOD leaks from her mouth. Her eyes 
vanish, replaced by the BLACK VOIDS. 

CARA
Demon. 

The room falls silent. GUY'S WATCH ticks loudly. CARA looks 
to the WATCH. The ticking stops. GUY'S BLOOD runs cold.

CARA (CONT’D)
I am tired. I only seek to destroy 
the forces that created me. 

GUY
We can get you help, professionals.

CARA
I'm a bit beyond a cup of tea and a 
nap. 
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With a shaking hand, GUY reaches for his COFFEE. But the CUP 
slides over the TABLE towards CARA. CARA rolls her shoulders 
and the STEEL CHAINS fall off her. 

She sips the COFFEE. 

GUY
Right. Well. Um. Okay. How screwed 
are we? 

CARA
Your kind is over. Finished. But 
you and what is left of your family  
can be saved, Detective Gisbourne. 
All you need do is deliver me the 
head of Frankenstein. 

GUY
The monster or the doctor because 
there'a lot of confusion–

CARA
The doctor.

GUY
We've spent four years hunting her. 

CARA
But you've failed.

GUY
With some of your 'tricks' we could 
have her in days. What do you say?

CARA
I think we can work together. But 
if you try to double-cross me, your 
daughter will be my next vessel. 

GUY
Frankenstein dies for what she did 
to my son. Deal?

CARA
Sold.

CARA flicks her freed wrists and the COFFEE turns into a 
BOTTLE of CHAMPAGNE. 

Two TEA-CUPS appear appear in GUY'S hands. CARA pours the 
CHAMPAGNE into the TEA CUPS.

CARA (CONT’D)
To temporarily aligned goals. 
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GUY sips the CHAMPAGNE. 

CARA (CONT’D)
I want to eat now. Send in the last 
shift of soldiers you had torture 
me.

GUY
And then?

CARA
We hunt. 

GUY moves to exit. CARA gets comfortable. She clicks her 
fingers and – 

A lush red ARMCHAIR appears. On a RUG in the shape of queen 
of hearts PLAYING CARD. By a HAT STAND with a singed TOP-HAT.

GUY
One last question. Why did you pick 
her as your vessel?

CARA
Who?

GUY opens the manila folder. He flicks to a page with a 
junior high school photo of CARA LOVECRAFT. 

GUY
Cara. Cara Lovecraft.

CARA
Cara stared too long into the 
abyss, so I devoured her. Now send 
in the soldiers or I'll make you my 
entrée. 

GUY opens the door to the INTERROGATION ROOM. The light 
reveals CARA'S SHADOW ... Her shadow is that of a TENTACLED 
GIANT with WEBBED WINGS ... CTHULHU, H.P. Lovecraft's 
necromantic cosmic horror. 

The SOLDIERS return to the room, confused by the new digs. 
GUY slams the door shut, locking the SOLDIERS in with her. 

Off CARA'S knowing smirk we...

SMASH CUT TO: 

TITLE OVER BLACK:          ABLAZE
 
 
                     END OF EPISODE ONE


